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NFTE’s World Series of Innovation
Sustainable Development Goals
Businesses solve problems. Why not follow in the footsteps of SpaceX, TOMS,
and others, using your entrepreneurial mindset to help solve big problems
and help others?
Every year, NFTE (Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship) invites students ages
13–24 to practice thinking of original business ideas to address challenges faced by
real organizations. Prizes range from $300 to $1,500.
This year we ask students to put on their creative thinking caps to help solve 21st
Century business challenges, as well as Global Goals that the United Nations has
identified as the most serious challenges to humanity.
It’s a Group Thing
It’s easier to be creative when you have a buddy to brainstorm with. Each student
should grab one or two creative partners to form a team of two or three. Each team
should then select a challenge to address. As the name suggests, the World Series
of Innovation celebrates innovation! We encourage students to think outside the box
and aim to provide new solutions to the challenges presented.
Get Creative and Brainstorm
NFTE has some warm-up materials that will help you enter creative mode. This toolkit
should have everything you need!
We recommend using at least 90 minutes to prepare for the challenge and at least
another 90 minutes for brainstorming and submissions. This includes creating a
commercial script and a storyboard for a 60-second commercial, then recording
your commercial.
Tell Your Story on the Big Screen
Completed 60-second commercials and submissions are due by April 24, 2019. A
panel of judges will select the top ten submissions in each challenge category.
Into the Home Stretch
From the top ten submissions, three category finalists will be chosen by a committee
of elite judges from the sponsoring organization. The three finalists will go head-tohead in a public, online vote in January.
The people’s choice voting results will be added to the judges’ scores to select one
winner per challenge.
The winning team in each category will receive a prize of $1,500 to share, and a prize
of $500 for their school or other community nonprofit organization. If a winning team is
not affiliated with a school or nonprofit, they may choose a school or nonprofit to receive
this portion of the prize. Runners up will receive a prize of $300 for the team to share.
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Curriculum to support the World Series of Innovation
DNA of an Entrepreneur
Design Thinking
Ideation & Sources of Opportunity
Promotional Channels
Included in this toolkit for each topic are:
•
Slides about the lesson
•
PDF of the lesson plan
•
Student handout sheet
•
Student reflection worksheet

Submissions
Submissions will take place online at https://innovation.nfte.com. Submissions will
consist of five parts: an explanation of the product or service, a description of the
innovation, a description of the opportunity and competition, a customer profile, and a
storyboard and script for a 60-second commercial with a video link to the commercial.
Name your Project (this should be the actual name of the innovative business, service or
product you have dreamed up)
Name your Team (the default is Team Captain’s First Name, but you should choose a fun
team name and change it!)
INNOVATION
Describe your initiative or innovation. What is your business, product or service called?
How would it work?  How would a customer use it and benefit from it?  Be clear, crisp
and creative! (250 word limit)
MEET THE CHALLENGE
How does your innovation address the issue defined in this specific challenge?  What
makes your idea especially new and innovative? (300 word limit) Now, describe that in
3 words (3 adjectives!).
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
How will your product or service solve an existing problem or fulfill a need that is not
being met by other products or services? In other words, in what ways is your solution
different from and better than the competition? (250 word limit)
Who’s your competition? Select up to 3 competitors’ logos or company names of
businesses that would compete with yours.
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Who is the target audience for your product or service?
•
Specify Age Range: (between 0 and 100)
•
Specify Gender: (what % male? what % female? can be equal)
•
Specify Location: (choose from: urban, suburban, rural or global)
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Submissions, cont’d.
Describe the behaviors, interests, beliefs, lifestyle, and personality of your customer.
Why would the person you described above be interested in purchasing your product or
service? (250 word limit)
STORY
Here’s your chance to tell and sell your story. Please upload up to 5 images from a
storyboard for a 60-second commercial for your innovation. For submission, each image
should be at least 400px or 6 inches wide, and uploaded separately.
Please also craft a script for your 60-second commercial. Be creative! Convince your
customer that your innovation is worth buying. Good luck! (200 word limit)
To submit your completed commercial video, you can upload a link to YouTube or Vimeo.
Other links will not be accepted. You may use animated video software such as Animaker,
Renderforest, Biteable, PowToon, or similar if you can’t film and edit live people executing
your script.
A submission worksheet and sample storyboard template are included for you to prepare
your submissions.

Judging
Submissions will be reviewed by a panel of expert judges to determine three finalists in
each category. Submissions will be evaluated based on:
•

Description of Product, Service or Business model: 16% of score

•

Addressing the Sustainable Development Goal: 10% of score

•

Innovative Concept and Creative Design: 20% of score

•

Opportunity Recognition: 20% of score

•

Competitive Advantage: 10% of score

•

Market Share and Customer Profile: 16% of score

•

Commercial Storyboard, Script and Video: 8 % of score

Deadline
Submission forms must be completed at https://innovation.nfte.com by 8pm Eastern Time
(5pm Pacific Time) on Wednesday, April 24, 2019. Late or incomplete submissions will
not be accepted.
The top 10 finalists in each category will be selected by a panel of judges selected by NFTE.  
Judges from the sponsoring organizations will then select 3 finalists in each category.  The
general public will be asked to vote online for their favorite of the 3 finalists over a weeklong period in January. Should your group be a finalist, your commercial and submission
will be available online for voters to review. The winning team will be selected based on a
combination of the People’s Choice voting and the judges’ scores.
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The Goals Behind the Challenges
World Series of Innovation 2018-2019
Every year, NFTE invites students ages 13–24 to practice thinking of original business
ideas to address challenges faced by real organizations. In addition to solving 21st Century
business challenges, some of our challenges ask students to put on their creative thinking
caps to help solve global goals that the United Nations has identified as the largest and
most serious challenges to humanity.

Why Set Global Goals?
90% of countries have more women in government than they did just one generation
ago – in 46 countries, women now hold more than 30% of seats in national government.
This is a big deal. For a woman to be in a position of power – either in government or in
business – she had to be able to travel to school without being harassed. She needed to
be allowed to learn to read, write, and express herself. There had to be a system in place
that allowed her to move up to a leadership role.
In 2000, the United Nations created eight global Millennium Development Goals that helped
to address some of the most serious challenges to humanity, with a deadline of 2015. One
of these goals was “Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women.” While there is still
progress to be made, setting the eight goals and rallying people to do something about
them had significant results.

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals
United Nations then went one step further, creating 17 Sustainable Development Goals
for all people to work on together and solve by the year 2030. With the technological and
educational tools widely available today, we are in a better position than any generation
before us to solve these problems.

The 17 Goals
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The Goals Behind the Challenges, cont’d.
Let’s Solve A Few! The Innovation Challenges in this year’s World Series of Innovation
will center on four Sustainable Development Goals.

Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
•
•
•
•
•
•

End all forms of discrimination against all women and girls everywhere
Eliminate all forms of violence against all women and girls, including trafficking and
sexual and other types of exploitation
Eliminate all harmful practices, such as child, early and forced marriage and female
genital mutilation
Recognize and value unpaid care and domestic work through provision of public
services, infrastructure and social protection policies and more
Undertake reforms to give women equal rights to economic resources, access to
ownership and control over land and other forms of property, financial sevices, etc.
Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation fot eh promotion of
gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at all levels

Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services
Increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix
Double the rate of global improvement in energy efficiency
Enhance international cooperation to facilitate acess to clean energy research and
technology, and promote investment in energy infrastructure and clean technology
Expand infrastructure and upgrade technology for supplying modern and sustainable
energy services for all in developing countries

Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for all
•
•
•
•

Promote decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity, and innovation
Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all, including for young
people and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal value
Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through diversification, technological
upgrading and innovation
Substantially reduce the proportion of youth not in employment, education or training

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
•
•
•
•

Substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and
reuse
Halve per capita global food waste and reduce food losses along production and
supply chains
Support developing countries to strengthen their scientific and technological capacity
to move towards more sustainable patterns of consumption
Develop and implement tools to monitor sustainable development impacts

Thanks for helping to change the world!
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Frequently Asked Questions
1.

My school or youth group is not participating in the World Series of Innovation
yet. How can we get involved?
It’s easy to get involved!  Team leaders - first visit our website at https://innovation.
nfte.com, pick your innovation category, and start brainstorming. Then just make sure
to complete all of the challenge sections, including a storyboard and script for your
commercial, and submit by the deadline.

2.

Can more than one team from a school or a single sponsoring youth program
participate in the World Series of Innovation?
Yes! We welcome lots of teams. Each team needs a different team leader, who is
tracked and identified by his/her email address. Team leaders may not lead more than
one team. Also remember, we track each project by unique email address. If submitting
more than one project, team leaders and members must use different email addresses.

3.

How big must our team be? 							
You must work in groups of at least two and not more than three.

4.

How much time will the World Series of Innovation take?
You can spend as much time working on it as you like, but we suggest devoting at least
90 minutes to toolkit activities and background work and 90 minutes to innovating and
submitting. This includes creating the script, storyboard and your commercial.

5.

What is Innovation Day?
Innovation Days are community events that pair students and volunteers in a day of
learning, preparing student teams to participate in the World Series of Innovation. To
learn more about hosting an Innovation Day, contact innovation@nfte.com.

6.

Can we enter innovations in more than one category?
Yes, but remember, for each idea submitted, the team must provide answers to all
five prompt sections, including creating a commercial. That will take some time. Also
remember, we track each project by unique email address. If submitting more than one
project, team members must use different email addresses for each challenge entered.

7.

Are there other teaching resources for teachers and program leaders?
This toolkit includes portions of NFTE curriculum and games that introduce users to
entrepreneurial thinking.  You can find more about us at http://www.nfte.com.

8.

Can a group of friends from different schools participate on the same team?
Sure, as long as there are two or three people on each team, and one person as team
leader.

9.

When will the winning innovations be chosen?
Submissions are due to NFTE on April 24, 2019 at 8pm Eastern Time (5pm Pacific
Time). A panel of judges will select the top ten submissions in each challenge category.
From the top ten submissions, three category finalists will be chosen by a committee
of elite judges from the sponsoring organization. The three finalists will go head-tohead in a public, online vote in May. The winning team will be selected based on a
combination of the People’s Choice voting and the judges’ scores, and announced
on May 31, 2019.
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Frequently Asked Questions, cont’d.
10. How do we officially register as a participating team?
You must complete your submission by the deadline as directed on the submission
form. You will receive an automated response indicating that we have received the
submission.
11. Are there any registration fees?
No, there is no charge to participate in the World Series of Innovation!
12. What do the winning ideas receive?
The winning team in each category will receive $1,500 for team members to split, plus
$500 for their school or other nonprofit community organization. If a winning team is not
affiliated with a school or nonprofit, they may choose a school or nonprofit to receive
this portion of the prize. Please note, winners will be responsible for paying applicable
taxes on all winnings. Runners up will receive a prize of $300 for the team to share.
13. Who is the contact person from our team?
The person who creates an account and establishes the team is your team’s point
of contact (we affectionately call this person your “team leader”). Each team must
also provide a name and contact details for an adult at the school or other nonprofit
organization with which the team is affiliated. If not affiliated with a school or other
nonprofit organization, the team may provide a parent’s contact information.
*Note, each team is tracked using the team leader’s email address. If you wish to participate in
more than one team, you will need to use different email addresses. for each challenge entered.

14. How do we know if we’ve won?
Winners will be listed on the website!  Also, your team leader will be notified by email.
15. When do the winners get their prizes?
Winning team members will be asked to complete and return a winners’ contract to
provide appropriate tax identification information and contact information. Winners will
also be asked to share how they plan to use their winnings. Prizes will be distributed
to winners within 60 days from the receipt of the winners’ completed contracts.
16. How do we contact you if we need to?
Most answers to your questions should be easy to find in this Toolkit or on the World
Series of Innovation Website at https://innovation.nfte.com. If you really need to reach
us, send email to innovation@nfte.com!
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Overview of Challenges - 2019 Spring Challenge

1

2

Your Challenge:
Design an initiative, innovation or invention
that promotes opportunity to develop or upskill
workforce skills and leads to
decent work and safe working
environments.

Your Challenge:
Design an innovative approach or invention
promoting sustainable energy in a smart city.

3

4

Your Challenge:
Develop innovative concepts to recycle and
repurpose disposed plastic
bottles.

Your Challenge:
Design an initiative or innovation that
encourages and helps women
to start or grow their own small
businesses.

See the Submission Form Worksheet at the end of this document for teams to use in
preparation for their online submissions at www.nfte.com/innovation.
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Challenge 1 — Citi Foundation , SDG 8
Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment and
decent work for all.
The Challenge:

Roughly half the world’s population still lives
on the equivalent of about US$2 a day. And
in too many places, having a job doesn’t guarantee the ability to escape from
poverty. This slow and uneven progress requires us to rethink and retool our
economic and social policies aimed at eradicating poverty. A continued lack
of decent work opportunities, insufficient investments and under-consumption
lead to an erosion of the basic social contract underlying democratic societies:
that all must share in progress.
Decent work means:
1. Everyone can have a safe, fairly paid, secure and fulfilling job
2. Businesses use natural resources wisely
3. No one is excluded from work opportunities (including both men and
women, people with differing abilities, young people, migrant workers)
4. Unemployment is reduced by providing training
5. We end and prevent child labor, forced labor, and modern slavery
There are many ways to tackle this problem, including creating new jobs,
developing or upskilling job skills to meet a new industry demand for
employees, developing new industries, mandating safe workplaces, ensuring
access to the internet and specialized training, providing secure transport,
promoting equal rights for women and the disabled, and much more.
Your challenge from Citi Foundation:
Design an initiative, innovation or invention that promotes opportunity
to develop or upskill workforce skills and leads to decent work and safe
working environments.

Thought Starters:

Some questions to consider:
•
How about focusing on providing people with access to job training,
such as online courses or even basic education? What if there is no
transportation, or internet access where they live?
•
How can you encourage entrepreneurs to provide more job opportunities
for others?
•
Have you considered what kinds of skills people to need to develop or
reskill, and how they can acquire their new skillset (i.e. digital, automation,
machine learning, advance manufacturing, technology)?
•
Maybe you want to work on an awareness campaign about apprenticeship
program(s) that lead to decent jobs?
•
How can you use technology to implement your solution?
•
Have you got an idea for an invention that will improve workplace safety,
or something new that will provide jobs for a group of people?
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Challenge 1 — Citi Foundation, SDG 8 (cont’d)
Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for all.
Background

Relevant links:

The Citi Foundation works to promote economic progress and improve the lives
of people in low-income communities around the world. We invest in efforts that
increase financial inclusion, catalyze job opportunities for youth, and reimagine
approaches to building economically vibrant cities. The Citi Foundation’s “More
than Philanthropy” approach leverages the enormous expertise of Citi and its
people to fulfill our mission and drive thought leadership and innovation. For
more information, visit citifoundation.com.
Go online to https://innovation.nfte.com to access links and resources!
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Challenge 2 — ConEdison, SDG 7
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy

The Challenge:

In recent years, the lives of many people around the world have become datadriven, requiring more consistent access to energy. At the same time, the
production of sensors, renewable energy, and communications technologies
have opened up new ways to enable sustainable energy.
To adapt to these changes, utility companies are working with their customers
to share in the responsibility of managing the production of this energy,
increasingly derived from renewable sources. Now pipelines and wires are
more compatible with offices, residences, and industrial sites that generate
their own energy. In addition, many individuals and companies use intelligent
devices that can sense the local environment and respond to commands.
This “smart city” trend, combined with the UN SDGs, forces us to think
about the future of energy and to be innovative along all stages: generation,
transmission, and consumption, while taking advantage of highly networked
systems to improve the efficiency of energy delivery and use.
ConEdison’s core objective is to maintain energy access for all, reduce overall
cost, and reduce the associated environmental impacts (i.e. greenhouse
gases, local particulate matter, and other combustion byproducts).
Your challenge from ConEdison:
Design an innovative approach or invention promoting sustainable
energy in a smart city.

Thought Starters:

Understand the challenge:
•
Check out some of the links below and learn about what is meant by a
“Smart City”
•
What are the things you would expect to find in a Smart City that you could
adapt?
Think about what is meant by sustainable energy:
•
What sources of renewable energy are already out there?
•
What about an idea for creating energy from something people already
have?
•
Do you have an idea to make energy in a way that hasn’t been tried?
•
Is your solution viable financially, logistically, culturally and technologically?
Think about additional ways that you can make people feel excited and involved
in making sustainable energy available.
•
Is there a way to make a game around promoting sustainable energy?
•
Would you want to invite people to share your idea with others?
•
Will you involve local community organizations as partners in your efforts?
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Challenge 2 — ConEdison, SDG 7 (cont’d)
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy.

Thought Starters
(cont’d.):

Background:

Relevant links:

•
•
•
•

Make sure your solution addresses at least 1 part of ConEdison’s core
objective:
Maintain access for all
Reduce overall costs
o Reduce associated environmental impact

Con Edison is committed to improving the quality of life in the communities we
serve. Hundreds of nonprofit organizations in our service area benefit from our
funding, in-kind donations, volunteer efforts, and other strategic resources. For
more information, visit conEd.com/partnerships.
Go online to https://innovation.nfte.com to access links and resources!
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Challenge 3 — The Coca-Cola Company, SDG 12
Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
The Challenge:

What are innovative ways to take
disposed plastic bottles, recycle and repurpose them in innovative ways to
support Coca-Cola’s “World Without Waste” vision, which focuses on the entire
packaging lifecycle – design, usage and recycling?
Your challenge from The Coca-Cola Company:
Develop innovative concepts to recycle and repurpose disposed plastic
bottles.

Thought Starters:

•
•
•

Background:

Relevant links:

What are new & unique ways to reuse plastic bottles?
Are there ways to create a totally new business/revenue stream based on
plastic bottle upcycling?
Are there alternative materials that can be explored for beverages that
would eradicate the issue of plastic recycling all together?

Venturing & Emerging Brands (VEB) is a business unit of The Coca-Cola
Company. Our mission is to discover and develop a portfolio of brands with
billion-dollar potential, grow their consumer and commercial value, and serve
an ecosystem of diverse stakeholders.
Go online to https://innovation.nfte.com to access links and resources!
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Challenge 4 — NFTE, SDG 5
Goal 5: Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
The Challenge:

Many women and girls around the world
lack opportunities to go to school or to get
job training. There are many reasons for this, from early marriage, to requiring
girls to help their mothers in unpaid and domestic work, such as walking to fetch
water or caring for the family.
Many women face discrimination simply based on their gender and are not
allowed to own property of their own, which makes it difficult for them to own
a business. In some countries, women are actively discouraged from jobs that
are traditionally held by men.
Women without schooling and adequate job training and often perceived to be
incapable of contributing to society outside of the household, which creates
prejudices against them and further limits their opportunities.
Entrepreneurship is a powerful tool for helping to put women in control of their
futures.
Your challenge from NFTE:
Design an initiative or innovation that encourages and helps women to
start or grow their own small businesses.

Thought Starters:

•
•
•

•
•

Background:

Relevant links:

Businesses in developing countries may benefit from more exposure. Your
product or service might help women small business owners to have better
access to banks, capital, or customers.
You may decide to include educational components that help women and
girls learn how to start their own businesses.
Consider all the ways technology might help a small business owner. Online
sales, cashless payments, access to shipping, packaging and delivery
systems—all can help a small business grow. Could your business help
bring these tools to more women?
Etsy is a strong example of a business that helps women to sell their own
products.
Think hard about what makes your idea especially helpful to women. What
challenges do women face that men might not?

NFTE activates the entrepreneurial mindset and builds startup skills in youth
from under-resourced communities to ensure their success and to create a
more vibrant society.
Go online to https://innovation.nfte.com to access links and resources!
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Submission Form Worksheet
You may use this form to create a draft of your submission! You will need to register and
complete the online submission tiles at https://innovation.nfte.com before April 24, 2019.
Team Leader First Name
Team Leader Last Name
Email Address
Phone Number
School/Organization Name
Mailing Address
City & State/Province/Region
Country
Team Member 1 First Name
Team Member 1 Last Name
Email Address
Date of Birth
Team Member 2 First Name
Team Member 2 Last Name
Email Address
Date of Birth
(You must have 2 or 3 team members, and you’ll need to provide this
information for all of the team members.)
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Submission Form Worksheet (continued)
Our Team Name:
Our Project Name:
1.

Our Innovation: Describe your Innovation. What is your business, service, or product called?
How would it work? How would a consumer use it and benefit from it? Be clear, crisp and
creative! (250 word limit)

2.

Meet The Challenge: How does your innovation address the issue defined in this specific
challenge? What makes your idea especially new and innovative? (300 word limit)

Now describe that in 3 words (3 adjectives!) :

3.

Market Opportunity: How does your product or service solve an existing problem or fulfill a
need that is not being met by other products or services? In other words, in what ways is your
solution different from and better than the competition? (250 word limit)

Who’s your competition? Upload up to 3 competitors’ logos or company names of businesses
that would compete with yours.
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Submission Form Worksheet (continued)

4.

Customer Profile: Who is the target customer for your business – who would pay for it? Select
their age, gender, and where they are located.
Our target customer age is (define a low and high end of the range, between 0 and 100):
0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 100
Our target customer gender is _____% Male and _____% Female
Our target customer demographic is (select 1) Urban / Suburban / Rural / Global
Describe the behaviors, interests, lifestyle, beliefs, and personality of your customer. In what
part of the world do they live? What would make your ideal customer especially interested in
your product or business service? What percentage of the customer base would be likely to
choose your business or product? (250 word limit)

5.

Story: Here’s your chance to tell and sell your story! Please upload up to 5 images from a
storyboard for a 60-second commercial for your innovation. For submission, each image
should be at least 400px or 6 inches wide, and uploaded separately. Please also craft a script
for your 60 second commercial. Be creative! Convince us that your business is the best
solution! Good luck! (200 word limit)

To submit your completed 60 second commercial video, you must upload a link to your video
on YouTube or Vimeo. Other links will not be accepted. You may use animated video software
such as Animaker, Renderforest, Biteable, PowToon, or similar if you can’t film and edit live
people executing your script.
This World Series of Innovation Toolkit includes tools and instructions for creating your
storyboard, so please refer to it before you begin!

Submissions must be completed at https://innovation.nfte.com
by 8pm Eastern Time (5pm Pacific Time) on April 24, 2019.
Please feel free to use extra pages when creating your draft!
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Commercial Storyboard and Scripting Tools
To help you create your storyboard for the submission
What is a
storyboard?

A storyboard is a visual aid primarily used to plan out or prepare a television
commercial, short-film, or movie. Storyboards are useful in organizing sequences
and steps and contain the flow of several processes that include visual elements,
text or dialogue elements, audio, and actions of characters.
For the World Series of Innovation, we ask you to create a storyboard for a
60-second commercial for your innovative idea.

How do you create
a storyboard?

To create a storyboard, all you need is a blank piece of paper, a strong visual
sense and a clear idea of what you want to see in every scene. Let’s start with
the actual storyboard format. The best way is to take 5 pieces of 8.5” x 11” paper,
draw a box (frame) on each one and below each panel place a line of dialogue
or a description of the audio you hear during the scene if there is no dialogue.
We have provided a sample template for your storyboard below, showing what
it would look like if you laid the 5 pieces of paper beside each other on the desk.
Fill in each frame with a drawing of what you want to happen in that scene.
You might say, “I can’t draw!” No problem. Even stick figures will give you a
sense of what is going on in a scene, the size of the shots and the placement
of the camera and actors.
Online storyboard programs might be easier than creating the storyboards
from scratch. Storyboard Tools is free shareware you can download from www.
myzips.com.

What should we
include in our
storyboard?

The more complicated your commercial, the more action-oriented your scenes
and the more sophisticated your blocking, the more panels you will have to
include in your storyboard. Basically, there are three primary types of images
you will want to include in your storyboards: the action and reaction sequences
in the scene, blocking diagrams for cameras, actors, and depictions of special
transitions or effects you may want to use in your production.
Every scene has some kind of action that you want to shoot, using certain
camera shots, angles and movements. When you draw out your action panels,
include arrows to show the direction of both actors and cameras. Draw the
scenes so that the crew knows what type of camera angle and framing you
want. Make sure you include every major dramatic point in the scene, so there is
little question of where the scene is going and how you visualize its production.
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Commercial Storyboard and Scripting Tools
To help you create your storyboard for the submission
(cont’d.)

What should
we include in
your Storyboard
(cont’d)?

1) Create a title frame. The title area of your storyboard should contain your
intended topic or general idea of the commercial.
2) Designate frame numbers or screen numbers. Each of your frames should be
given its own unique name or number so we know what order they should be in.
3) Explain actions occurring on each frame. Provide explicit details and your
vision behind what should happen, such as “John throws ball at Cindy.”
4) Designate camera instructions. Explain what the camera should be doing
for each frame, such as “Camera follows John as he walks 4 steps to the left.”
5) Include character dialogue. For each frame in the commercial storyboard,
write out the intended dialogue, such as “John: Our company is innovative and
will get the job done.”
6) Describe additional audio. For each frame, add details surrounding any
extra audio you want to include, such as sound effects and background music.
7)  Provide details on visual effects. If there are to be any visual effects you need
to add after filming your commercial, include them in that frame. For example,
if your character is talking about the world, mention that a picture of a globe
should be turning around in the corner of the screen.

Use these
questions to
help plan your
commercial:

Think about your audience! Who are they? What would they like to see? What’s
your key message or story you want to tell people? What images and sounds
can you use to tell people about the best bits of your great day out?
What’s your “hook?” Open your commercial by getting the audience’s attention
with a “hook,” a statement or question that piques their interest to want to hear
more.  Be creative! What is your product or service? Briefly describe what it is
your innovation does – make it exciting and compelling! Grab the customer’s
imagination right away.
What makes your business different from your competition? You need to
effectively communicate how your company is different and why you have an
advantage over your competitors.
Finishing - end with a call to action! The goal of your commercial is to get people
excited about your product or service. Now that they are excited, what would
you like them to do next? The end result should be to make a sale. Do you
want them to contact you? Can they come to your store, or visit your website?
How can the person watching the commercial buy your product or hire you?
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Storyboard and script worksheet
Title of our commercial
......................................................................................................................
Brief overview: What is the idea? What are we promoting?
......................................................................................................................
Describe the beginning
......................................................................................................................
Describe the middle
......................................................................................................................
Describe the end
......................................................................................................................
Location / spaces and places (Where will we film? Indoors, or outside?)

......................................................................................................................
Props / equipment (What equipment will we need? What should we show on camera?)

......................................................................................................................
Presenter or Voice over (Are we filming the person talking, or recording a voiceover on
top of other visuals?)

......................................................................................................................
Music (If you’re using music, use rights free music or music you have composed yourself.)

......................................................................................................................
Make it creative and fun! Consider techniques like voice-over, cutting from live action to
still photographs, etc. or use animation!
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Storyboard Sample (thanks to Kenneth Chan)
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Storyboard Template (for submission, each image should be at least 400px, or 6 inches wide, and uploaded separately.)
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Developing an Entrepreneurial Mindset
DNA of an Entrepreneur
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NFTE Entrepreneurial Mindset
Students who are comfortable with risk
➢ Evaluate costs and benefits when making decisions
➢ Anticipate challenges
➢ Are open to options
➢ Willingly change course in pursuit of new opportunities
➢ Develop a plan to achieve goals regardless of
obstacles
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Entrepreneurial
Investigation

Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up
Think and respond to this question
Think of a time when you had to make a decision on
an action that could have good or bad consequences.
What made you decide to act or not act? What
questions did you ask yourself in order to make that
decision?
Be prepared to share your thoughts with the class.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Goal and Guiding Question
Goal

Guiding Question

Explain how someone with limited resources can still be
an entrepreneur.

Do you need access to a great deal of resources to be
an entrepreneur?
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DNA of an Entrepreneur Essential Vocabulary
➢ Problem: A source of perplexity, distress, or vexation.
➢ Solution: An action or process of solving a problem.
➢ Entrepreneur: Someone who creates and owns a business.
➢ Risk: The chance of losing something or having a negative outcome.
➢ Business: An organization that provides products or services, usually to make money.
➢ Reward: What entrepreneurs get in exchange for starting a business; can include money,
personal satisfaction, independence, or positive impact on the economy/community.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Product Innovation Game
➢ Today, you will perform an investigation
to help you understand how someone
with limited resources can still be an
entrepreneur.
➢ The Product Innovation Game is an
investigation in which you must use
everyday household items to create a
product that helps solve a major problem.
➢ Be prepared to share your thoughts and
experiences with your teacher and class.
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Product Innovation Game Instructions
➢ Break into pairs or small groups. Your teacher will give your group a paper
bag filled with everyday household items.
➢ Look at the problems listed on your handout. Your group will have 15
minutes to build a product using the given materials to solve one of the
problems listed.
➢ Be prepared to present your product to the class and be able to describe
how your product helps solve your chosen problem!

Any Questions?
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Product Innovation Game Key Takeaways
➢ Entrepreneurs often have limited resources to create a product.
➢ Entrepreneurs are solution-oriented people–even seeking for a
problem that they could potentially solve with a business solution.
➢ Sometimes entrepreneurs must be comfortable taking risks in
developing a product or starting a business.
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Product Innovation Game Reflection
➢ How did your group decide on which problem you felt like you could solve?
➢ Did your solution completely solve the problem? Is it okay if your product or
service only helped out somewhat? Why or why not?
➢ Think back to your Operation: Mindset activities in the previous week. What other
entrepreneurial mindset behaviors did you observe?
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about what it
means to think and act like an entrepreneur?
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of comfort with risk in this
investigation?
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Product Innovation Game

Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Learning
Focus

Goal: Students will be able to explain how someone with limited resources can still be an
entrepreneur.
Guiding Question: Do you need access to a great deal of resources to be an entrepreneur?
Students will utilize the following career readiness skills during this lesson:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Career
Readiness
Skills

Overview

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Entrepreneurial Mindset: Comfort with Risk
Certiport ESB Exam: Identify the purposes and value of a business plan.
Certiport ESB Exam: Identify the risks, benefits, opportunities, and drawbacks of
being an entrepreneur.
CCTC: BM.3 Explore, develop and apply strategies for ensuring a successful
business career.
CCTC: CRP.1 Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee.
CCTC: CRP.3 Attend to personal health and financial well-being.
NCSEE: A.09 Describe entrepreneurial planning considerations
NCSEE: A.10 Explain tools used by entrepreneurs for venture planning
NCSEE: A.12 Assess risks associated with venture
NCSEE: C.16 Explain the concept of risk management
NCSEE: N.01 Describe types of business risk
NCSEE: C.01 Explain the role of business in society
NCSEE: C.02 Describe types of business activities
NCSEE: F.01 Distinguish between economic goods and services
NCSEE: F.12 Explain the concept of organized labor and business
NCSEE: F.24 Determine factors affecting business risk

Students will perform an investigation in which they must demonstrate comfort with risk as
they persevere in solving a problem through a design solution with limited resources.
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Lesson One: Getting Started— Summary/Prep
Teacher
Prep

Materials Needed
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lesson plan
Student handouts
Activity Slides
Product Innovation reflection assignment
Projector
Timer/Clock
Markers/Chart paper
For each student:
▪ Handout for investigation activity
▪ Various supplies for product innovation (example: paper clips, rubber
bands, cotton balls, pipe cleaners, popsicle sticks, string, paper
plates, plastic cups, etc.)

To Do
If needed, print enough student handouts and reflection assignments to
give to the class.
➢ Set up the classroom so that it is conducive to performing the
investigation.
➢ Put an assortment of household supplies into a paper bag for each
student group.
➢

Important Vocabulary
Problem: A source of perplexity, distress, or vexation.
➢ Solution: An action or process of solving a problem.
➢ Entrepreneur: Someone who creates and owns a business.
➢ Risk: The chance of losing something or having a negative outcome.
➢ Business: An organization that provides products or services, usually to
make money.
➢ Reward: What entrepreneurs get in exchange for starting a business;
can include money, personal satisfaction, independence, or positive
impact on the economy/community.
➢
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Product Innovation Game

Lesson
Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up (5–10 minutes)
➢

Have students do the entrepreneurial mindset warm-up question of the day.
Ask them to take a few minutes to independently respond to the following:
●

Think of a time when you had to make a decision on an action that could
have good or bad consequences. What made you decide to act or not act?
What questions did you ask yourself in order to make that decision?

➢

Spend a few minutes asking for a few students to share out their responses
and facilitate a brief conversation. Then, tell students that the NFTE
entrepreneurial mindset focus domain for today’s investigation is Comfort with
Risk: The capacity to move forward with a decision despite inevitable
uncertainty and challenges. Relate responses to the entrepreneurial mindset
focus.

➢

Students should recognize that entrepreneurs must take calculated risks in
order to find success.

Entrepreneurial Investigation: Product Innovation Game
Facilitation Notes

State
Goals

Introduce this lesson’s focus: understanding what it means to think and
act like an entrepreneur. Formally define a problem as a source of
perplexity, distress, or vexation, and a solution as an action or process
of solving that problem. An entrepreneur is someone who creates and
owns a business, which is an organization that provides products or
services, usually to make money. These entrepreneurs start businesses
to solve a problem held by a single person, a community, or the entire
world.
In this investigation, students will use regular household items to create
a product that solves a major problem for someone else.

Challenge
Setup
(10 mins)

Note: The following is a recommendation for how to create groups. Feel
free to modify this if the investigation goal can still be achieved.
Make
Groups

Establish
Rules

Split the class into pairs or small groups of two to three. You will provide
each pair or small group with one of the paper bags filled with household
items.
Note: The following is based on NFTE’s recommendation on how to
structure the investigation. Be sure to update instructions for the
investigation if you use other materials or change other details.
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Tell students:
➢

Today, you will perform an investigation to help you understand
how someone with limited resources can still be an
entrepreneur.

➢

The Product Innovation Game is an investigation in which you
must use everyday household items to create a product that
helps solve a major problem.

Show the Investigation slide that contains the following instructions and
read them to the class:
➢

Break into pairs or small groups. Your teacher will give your
group a paper bag filled with everyday household items.

➢

Look at the problems listed on your handout. Your group will
have 15 minutes to build a product using the given materials to
solve one of the problems listed.

➢

o

Problem A: Create something that helps towns who
have rust in their drinking water.

o

Problem B: Create a toy that a child with autism could
also use to communicate.

o

Problem C: Create something that provides equal
internet access around the world.

Be prepared to present your product to the class and describe
how your product helps solve your chosen problem.

Ask the students if they have any questions. Confirm that they have a
clear understanding of their assignment by asking questions:
➢

Do you understand the goal of the investigation?

➢

Do you understand all the instructions?

➢

Do you understand your role within your group?

Repeat the instructions until the students are clear on how to proceed
with the investigation.
Tell students:
➢

Let’s begin the investigation. At the end, your group will present
your innovative product. Be prepared to share your thoughts
and experiences with the class.
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1. Tell students to begin their investigation and keep an eye on the time.
2. Walk around the room and make sure that students are working collaboratively to
determine their problem/solution and create a product to address that
problem/solution as well as creating a 30-second pitch for that product.

Perform
Challenge
(15 mins)

3. Be available to facilitate any discussion with students. You can also clarify any
questions about the investigation, but try not to intervene by providing specific
direction on how to create an appropriate product (with limited resources) to
address their group’s problem.
4. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 10, 3 and 1
minute(s).
5. Tell students to stop and come together as a whole class to briefly present their
30-second pitches with the class.
Have each group present their 30-second innovative product pitch. Students should
explain the problem that their product addresses and how it solves for that problem.
Spend time asking students to reflect on their experience. Some key takeaways should
include:
➢

Student
Presentation
(10 mins)

Entrepreneurs often have limited resources to create a product.

Entrepreneurs are solution-oriented people–even seeking for a problem
that they could potentially solve with a business solution.
➢ Sometimes entrepreneurs must be comfortable taking risks in developing a
product or starting a business.
➢

Wrap up the discussion by circling back to the topic for the lesson. Students should be
able to explain whether or not entrepreneurship is for them.
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Focus on Entrepreneurial Mindset
Comfort with Risk
Be sure that students recognized that they demonstrated comfort with risk as they
achieved their goals, regardless of obstacles.

Reflection and
Assessment
(10 mins)

Modifications

Transition into having the students complete a quick reflection on the investigation.
Give them roughly ten minutes to answer these questions on their Product Innovation
reflection assignment.
How did your group decide on which problem you felt like you could solve?
Answers will vary.
➢ Did your solution completely solve the problem? Is it okay if your product or
service only helped out somewhat? Why or why not? Answers will vary
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about
what it means to think and act like an entrepreneur? Answers will vary.
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of comfort with risk in
this investigation? Answers will vary. Be sure that student responses
demonstrate an understanding of how to use the mindset.
➢

Differentiated Instruction: Students can complete this investigation alone if necessary.
Simply give each individual student a bag of household materials, but be sure to put
together enough materials bags for each student and leave extra time for the 30second pitches at the end.
Alternate Investigation: An alternate way to do the same investigation is to have each
student choose a problem from a hat. Students will then investigate this problem online
and find various products that address the problem they were given.
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Product Innovation Game
Student Handout

Overview
Student Name
Objective

Explain how someone with limited resources can still be an entrepreneur.
Today, you will perform an investigation to help you understand how someone
with limited resources can still be an entrepreneur.
The Product Innovation Game is an investigation in which you must use
everyday household items to create a product that helps solve a major
problem.
Be prepared to share your thoughts and experiences with your teacher and
class.

Instructions
➢ Break into pairs or small groups. Your teacher will give your group a paper bag filled with
everyday household items.
➢ Look at the problems listed below. Your group will have 15 minutes to build a product using
the given materials to solve one of the problems listed:
○
○
○

Problem A: Create something that helps towns who have rust in their drinking water.
Problem B: Create a toy that a child with autism could also use to communicate.
Problem C: Create something that provides equal internet access around the world.

➢ Be prepared to present your product to the class and describe how your product helps solve
your chosen problem!
Ask yourself these questions before beginning:
➢ Do I understand the goal of the investigation?
➢ Do I understand all the instructions?
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➢ Do I understand my role within my group?

Worksheet
Use the space below to help sketch out any ideas for your product innovation.
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PRODUCT INNOVATION CHALLENGE
Problem Being Solved:
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Developing an Entrepreneurial
Mindset
Product Innovation Game
Student Reflection

Reflection
Student Name
Use this space to reflect on your experience in today’s investigation.
How did your group decide on which problem you felt like you could solve?

Did your solution completely solve the problem? Is it okay if your product or service only helped out
somewhat?
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Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about what it means to think and
act like an entrepreneur?

How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of comfort with risk in this investigation?
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Developing an Entrepreneurial Mindset
Design Thinking
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NFTE Entrepreneurial Mindset
Students who are critical thinkers
➢ Think objectively about a problem
➢ Analyze data critically
➢ Think through a process
➢ Ask questions
➢ Consider multiple perspectives
➢ Use evidence to develop and support
effective arguments
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Entrepreneurial
Investigation
Part 1

Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up
Think and respond to this question
What are the most important things to consider
when picking out a birthday gift for a friend or
family member?

Be prepared to share your thoughts with the class.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Goal and Guiding Question

Goal

Guiding Question

Students will be able to describe the purpose of the
design thinking process.

What is the human-centered design thinking process?
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Design Thinking Essential Vocabulary
➢ Empathy: A social skill that helps you better understand the

emotions, intentions, thoughts, and needs of others so that you
are in a better position to develop valuable solutions. (adapted from
Venture Blocks).

➢ Human-Centered Design Thinking: A methodology used by
designers to solve complex problems and find desirable solutions
for clients. The steps in human-centered design thinking are:
Empathize, Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test and Evolve.
(adapted from IDEO and Stanford d.school)
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1

➢ Today, you will perform the first 3 steps
of a 5-step investigation to introduce
yourselves to design thinking.
➢ The Custom Backpack Design
Challenge is an investigation in which
you must build a backpack that meets
the specific needs of your user.
➢ Be prepared to share your thoughts
and experiences with your teacher and
class.
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1 Instructions
In groups of four:
➢ Your group will be assigned one user story. As you read the story of your
user, think about the specific needs that your user has.
➢ Use your student handouts to complete steps 1 through 3 of the design
thinking process. Follow all instructions on the handout.
➢ Design your user’s backpack using only paper and colored writing utensils.
➢ Be prepared to share in 15 minutes.

Any Questions?
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1 Key Takeaways
➢ It is critical to ideate around your user’s needs and not your own.
➢ Design thinking is a backwards planning process.
➢ Experimenting with designs allows for positive critical feedback.
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1 Reflection
➢ What is the purpose of design thinking?
➢ Why is it important to empathize with your user?
➢ Explain how your group interpreted your user’s story and identified a
problem / unmet need.
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about
the design process?
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of critical thinking
and problem solving in this investigation?
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Entrepreneurial
Investigation
Part 2

Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up
Think and respond to this question
Yesterday’s activity asked you to follow the design
thinking process. What are the first three steps?

Be prepared to share your thoughts with the class.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Goal and Guiding Question

Goal

Guiding Question

List the steps of human-centered design thinking.

How does the human-centered design thinking process work?
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Design Thinking Essential Vocabulary
➢ Human-Centered Design Thinking: A methodology used by
designers to solve complex problems and find desirable solutions
for clients. The steps in human-centered design thinking are:
Empathize, Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test and Evolve.
(adapted from IDEO and Stanford d.school)
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2
➢ Today, you will continue the investigation
to finish the design challenge.
➢ The Custom Backpack Design Challenge
is an investigation in which you must build
a backpack that meets the specific needs
of your user.
➢ Yesterday you used 3 of the 5 design
thinking steps: Empathize, Interpret, and
Ideate. Today, you will use MVP Prototype
and Test and Evolve.
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2 Instructions
In groups of four:
➢ Your group will use yesterday’s user story again.
➢ Use your student handouts to complete steps 4 and 5 of the design thinking
process. Follow all instructions on the handout.
➢ Design your user’s backpack using any materials that are available to you.
➢ Be prepared to share in 10 minutes–plan on being thrown a curveball!

Any Questions?
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2 Key Takeaways
➢ It can be frustrating to identify your users needs but it is key.
➢ The steps in human-centered design thinking are: Empathize,
Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test, and Evolve. (adapted from
IDEO and Stanford d.school)
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Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2 Reflection
➢ What are the 5 steps in the design thinking process?
➢ What are some frustrations that may arise while working with
the human-centered design thinking process?
➢ Describe how the design thinking process could affect either
your Problem or Solution Lean Canvas tile?
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered
questions about the design thinking process?
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of
critical thinking and problem solving in this investigation?
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Example: What is Design Thinking?

Video by Turi McKinley for Lynda.com
that explains the iterative nature of
human-centered design.
https://www.lynda.com/Creativitytutorials/What-designthinking/433738/462408-4.html
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1

Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Learning
Focus

Goal: Students will be able to describe the purpose of the design thinking process.
Guiding Question: What is the human-centered design thinking process?

Students will utilize the following career readiness skills during this lesson:
➢
➢
➢

Career
Readiness
Skills

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Overview

Entrepreneurial Mindset: Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, recognize a business opportunity.
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, identify the customers or potential customers
for a business.
CCTC: BM.3 Explore, develop and apply strategies for ensuring a successful
business career.
CCTC: CRP.1 Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee.
CCTC: CRP.3 Attend to personal health and financial well-being.
NCSEE: A.09 Describe entrepreneurial planning considerations
NCSEE: A.10 Explain tools used by entrepreneurs for venture planning
NCSEE: C.01 Explain the role of business in society

Students will perform an investigation in which they must utilize critical thinking and problemsolving skills to create backpacks that meet the needs of specific users.
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Lesson One: Getting Started— Summary/Prep
Teacher
Prep

Materials Needed
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lesson plan
Student handouts
Activity Slides
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1 reflection assignment
Projector
Computer (audio/video optional)
Timer/Clock
Markers/Chart paper
For each group:
▪ Handout for investigation activity
▪ Story Cards
▪ Paper
▪ Colored Writing Utensils
▪ Backpack Making Supplies–Day 2
▪ Plastic Bags
▪ Duct Tape/Glue
▪ Scissors
▪ Cardboard
▪ String
▪ Molding Clay

To Do
Print enough student handouts and reflection assignments to give to the
class along with one set of story cards.
➢ Set up the classroom so that it is conducive to performing the
investigation. Include a ‘supplies’ station for students to pick up supplies
during Day 2.
➢

Important Vocabulary
Empathy: A social skill that helps you better understand the emotions,
intentions, thoughts, and needs of others so that you are in a better
position to develop valuable solutions. (adapted from Venture Blocks)
➢ Human-Centered Design Thinking: A methodology used by designers
to solve complex problems and find desirable solutions for clients. The
steps in Human-Centered Design Thinking are: Empathize, Interpret,
Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test and Evolve. (adapted from IDEO and
Stanford d.school)
➢
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1

Lesson
Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up (5–10 minutes)
➢

Have students do the entrepreneurial mindset warm-up question of the day. Ask
them to take a few minutes to independently respond to the following:
●

What are the most important things to consider when picking out a birthday gift
for a friend or family member?

➢

Spend a few minutes asking for a few students to share out their responses and
facilitate a brief conversation. Conversation should revolve around ideas that are
human centric. The gifts should be matched to the recipient. Then, tell students that
the NFTE entrepreneurial mindset focus domain for today’s investigation is Critical
Thinking and Problem Solving: The process of applying higher-level, processoriented thinking skills and transitioning that applied reasoning to support the
application of decision making. Relate responses to the entrepreneurial mindset
focus.

➢

Students should recognize that critical thinking and problem solving is used in order
to find appropriate and customer centric solutions.

Entrepreneurial Investigation: Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1
Facilitation Notes

Challenge
Setup
(10 mins)

Introduce this lesson’s focus: Human-centered design thinking is a way
that businesses think about a client’s problem in order to find an
appropriate solution. Use this opportunity to formally define HumanCentered Design Thinking: A methodology used by designers to solve
complex problems and find desirable solutions for clients. The steps in
design thinking are: Empathize, Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test
and Evolve. (adapted from IDEO and Stanford d.school)
State
Goals

TEACHER NOTE: You may need to define ‘empathy’ as a social skill
that helps you better understand the emotions, intentions, thoughts, and
needs of others so that you are in a better position to develop valuable
solutions. See the modification section for suggestions on how to best
approach explaining empathy.
In this investigation, students will create specialized backpacks that
meet the specific human needs of very specific customers.
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Note: The following is a recommendation for how to create groups.
Feel free to modify this if the investigation goal can still be achieved.
Make
Groups

Split the class into groups of four. Each group receives 1 story card, 1
sheet of paper and multiple coloring utensils. Students DO NOT receive
building materials on Day 1. That is a Day 2 activity only.
Note: The following is based on NFTE’s recommendation on how to
structure the investigation. Be sure to update instructions for the
investigation if you use other materials or change other details.
Tell students:
➢

Today, you will perform the first 3 steps of a 5-step investigation
to introduce yourselves to design thinking.

➢

The Custom Backpack Design Challenge is an investigation in
which you must build a backpack that meets the specific needs
of your user.

Show the Investigation slide that contains the following instructions and
read them to the class:

Establish
Rules

➢

Your group will be assigned one user story. As you read the
story of your user, think about the specific needs that your user
has.

➢

Use your student handouts to complete steps 1 through 3 of the
design thinking process. Follow all instructions on the handout.

➢

Design your user’s backpack using only paper and colored
writing utensils.

➢

Be prepared to share in 15 minutes.

Ask the students if they have any questions. Confirm that they have a
clear understanding of their assignment by asking questions:
➢

Do you understand the goal of the investigation?

➢

Do you understand all the instructions?

Repeat the instructions until the students are clear on how to proceed
with the investigation.
Tell students:
➢

Let’s begin the investigation. At the end, your group will present
the results of your backpack ideation. Be prepared to share your
thoughts and experiences with the class.
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1. Tell students to begin their investigation and keep an eye on the time.
2. Walk around the room and make sure that students are on task and following all
instructions.

Perform
Challenge
(15 mins)

3. Be available to facilitate any discussion with students. You can also clarify any
questions about the investigation, but try not to intervene by providing specific
direction on how to build the specific backpacks.
4. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 10, 3 and 1
minute(s).
5. Tell students to stop and come together as a whole class to briefly present the
ideas that they have created for their users.

Have each group present the specific needs of their user. Then, have each group
explain how they met those needs through their experimental backpack. Students
should explain that they isolated their user’s needs from empathizing with their user’s
story.

Student
Presentation
(10 mins)

Spend time asking students to reflect on their experience. Some key takeaways should
include:
It is critical to ideate around your user’s needs and not your own.
Design thinking is a backwards planning process.
➢ Experimenting with designs allows for positive critical feedback.
➢
➢

Wrap up the discussion by circling back to the topic for the lesson. Students should be
able to explain what the design thinking purpose is and the steps involved.
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Focus on Entrepreneurial Mindset
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Be sure that students recognized that critical thinking and problem solving is the
process of applying higher-level, process-oriented thinking skills and transitioning that
applied reasoning to support the application of decision making.

Reflection and
Assessment
(10 mins)

Transition into having the students complete a quick reflection on the investigation.
Give them roughly ten minutes to answer these questions on their Custom Backpack
Design Challenge Part 1 reflection assignment.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

What is the purpose of design thinking? Answers will vary. Responses
should relate to finding solutions to problems.
Why is it important to empathize with your user? Answers will vary.
Explain how your group interpreted your user’s story and identified a
problem / unmet need. Answers will vary.
Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about the
design thinking process? Answers will vary.
How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of critical thinking and
problem solving in this investigation? Answers will vary. Be sure that
student responses demonstrate an understanding of how to use the
mindset.

Differentiated Instruction: The most important premise of this investigation is to get
students see the connection between empathy and human-centered design thinking.
Instead of doing the investigation as written, consider having students research
companies and how they use empathy to meet their user’s problems/unmet needs.

Modifications

Set the Stage: While Entrepreneurial Investigations are designed to have students
grapple with a new concept first, some students might have difficulty understanding
empathy, which is a key piece of doing the activity. If it would benefit your students,
consider doing a warm-up activity where they write a paragraph describing a day in the
life of a target customer to get them thinking from someone else’s perspective.
Alternate Investigation: An alternate way to do the same investigation is to have
students practice interviewing a real person to get their input on what they would like in
a customer backpack (or, other product). Have students design from these interviews.
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2

Lesson One: Getting Started— Summary/Prep
Learning
Focus

Goal: Students will be able to list the steps of human‐centered design thinking.
Guiding Question: How does the human-centered design thinking process work?
Students will utilize the following career readiness skills during this lesson:
➢
➢
➢

Career
Readiness
Skills

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Overview

Entrepreneurial Mindset: Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, recognize a business opportunity.
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, identify the customers or potential customers
for a business.
CCTC: BM.3 Explore, develop and apply strategies for ensuring a successful
business career.
CCTC: CRP.1 Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee.
CCTC: CRP.3 Attend to personal health and financial well-being.
NCSEE: A.09 Describe entrepreneurial planning considerations
NCSEE: A.10 Explain tools used by entrepreneurs for venture planning
NCSEE: C.01 Explain the role of business in society

Students will perform an investigation in which they must utilize critical thinking and problemsolving skills to create backpacks that meet the needs of specific users.
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Lesson One: Getting Started— Summary/Prep
Teacher
Prep

Materials Needed
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lesson plan
Student handouts
Activity Slides
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2 reflection assignment
Projector
Computer (audio/video optional)
Timer/Clock
Markers/Chart paper
For each student:
▪ Handout for investigation activity
▪ Story Cards
▪ Paper
▪ Colored Writing Utensils
▪ Backpack Making Supplies–Day 2
o Plastic Bags
o Duct Tape/Glue
o Scissors
o Cardboard
o String
o Molding Clay

To Do
Print enough student handouts and reflection assignments to give to the
class along with one set of story cards.
➢ Set up the classroom so that it is conducive to performing the
investigation. Include a ‘supplies’ station for students to pick up supplies.
➢

Important Vocabulary
Human-Centered Design Thinking: A methodology used by designers
to solve complex problems and find desirable solutions for clients. The
steps in design thinking are: Empathize, Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype,
Test, and Evolve. (adapted from IDEO and Stanford d.school)

➢
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Developing an Entrepreneurial Mindset
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 2

Lesson
Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up (5–10 minutes)
➢

Have students do the entrepreneurial mindset warm-up question of the day. Ask
them to take a few minutes to independently respond to the following:
●

Yesterday’s activity asked you to follow the design thinking process. What are
the first three steps?

➢

Spend a few minutes asking for a few students to share out their responses and
facilitate a brief conversation. The first three steps are “Empathy, Interpret, Ideate”.
Have a conversation about what each term means and ensure student
understanding. Tell the students that you will add two more steps today. Then, tell
students that the NFTE entrepreneurial mindset focus domain for today’s
investigation is Critical Thinking and Problem Solving: The process of applying
higher-level, process-oriented thinking skills and transitioning that applied
reasoning to support the application of decision making. Relate responses to the
entrepreneurial mindset focus.

➢

Students should recognize that critical thinking and problem solving is used in order
to find appropriate and customer centric solutions.

Entrepreneurial Investigation: Custom Backpacks Design Challenge Part 2
Facilitation Notes

Challenge
Setup
(5 mins)

State
Goals

Introduce this lesson’s focus: Human-centered design thinking is a way
that businesses think about a client’s problem in order to find an
appropriate solution. Use this opportunity to formally define humancentered design thinking: A methodology used by designers to solve
complex problems and find desirable solutions for clients. The steps in
design thinking are: Empathize, Interpret, Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test,
and Evolve. (adapted from IDEO and Stanford d.school)
TEACHER NOTE: You may need to redefine ‘empathy.’
In this investigation, students will continue yesterday’s challenge.
Yesterday, students created pen/paper versions of their backpacks.
Today they will build their backpacks.
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Note: The following is a recommendation for how to create groups.
Feel free to modify this if the investigation goal can still be achieved.
Make
Groups

Split the class into their groups from yesterday. Ensure that their
pen/paper backpacks drawings are at their desks along with yesterday’s
student handouts and user stories.

Note: The following is based on NFTE’s recommendation on how to
structure the investigation. Be sure to update instructions for the
investigation if you use other materials or change other details.
Tell students:
➢

Today, you will continue the investigation to finish the design
challenge.

➢

The Custom Backpacks Design Challenge is an investigation in
which you must build a backpack that meets the specific needs
of your user.

➢

Yesterday you used 3 of the 5 design thinking steps: Empathize,
Interpret and Ideate. Today, you will use MVP Prototype and
Test and Evolve.

Show the Investigation slide that contains the following instructions and
read them to the class:

Establish
Rules

➢

Use your student handouts to complete steps 4 and 5 of the
design thinking process. Follow all instructions on the handout.

➢

Design your user’s backpack using any materials that are
available to you.

➢

Be prepared to share in 10 minutes–plan on being thrown a
curveball!

Ask the students if they have any questions. Confirm that they have a
clear understanding of their assignment by asking questions:
➢

Do you understand the goal of the investigation?

➢

Do you understand all the instructions?

Repeat the instructions until the students are clear on how to proceed
with the investigation.
Tell students:
➢

Let’s begin the investigation. At the end, your group will present
the results of your backpack ideation. Be prepared to share your
thoughts and experiences with the class.
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NOTE: You will need to stop the building of backpacks after 10 minutes. Students will
present their backpacks and then be given 10 more minutes to REBUILD or ADD to
their backpacks.
1. Tell students to begin their investigation and keep an eye on the time.
2. Walk around the room and make sure that students are using all materials
appropriately.
3. Be available to facilitate any discussion with students. You can also clarify any
questions about the investigation, but try not to intervene by providing specific
direction on how to build the backpacks.
4. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 7, 3 and 1
minute(s).

Perform
Challenge
(25 mins)

5. Have each group present their experimental backpacks. Students should explain
how their backpack meets their user’s needs. NOTE TO TEACHER: DO NOT
ALLOW FOR DISCUSSION. This should move rapidly.
At the end of each group’s presentation present them with one of the pieces of
feedback from their user based on their design:
“I was hoping to have a backpack that had had adjustable sizes.”
“I was hoping to have a more colorful backpack with more flair.”
“I was hoping to have a simpler backpack.”
“I was hoping to have a way to carry things in multiple pockets.”
“I was hoping to have built in USB ports and gadgets like a GPS.”
NOTE TO TEACHER: IF your students have already met the above
challenge, feel free to create your own.
Give students another 10 minutes.
6. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 7, 3 and 1 minute(s).

Have each group present their experimental backpacks. Students should explain how
their backpack meets their user’s needs.

Student
Presentation &
Challenge Part
2
(10 mins)

Spend time asking students to reflect on their experience. Some key takeaways should
include:
It can be frustrating to identify your user’s needs but it is key.
➢ The steps in human-centered design thinking are: Empathize, Interpret,
Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test, and Evolve. (adapted from IDEO and
Stanford d.school)
➢

Wrap up the discussion by circling back to the topic for the lesson. Students should be
able to explain what the design thinking purpose is and the steps involved.
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Focus on Entrepreneurial Mindset
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Be sure that students recognized that critical thinking and problem solving is the
process of applying higher-level, process-oriented thinking skills and transitioning that
applied reasoning to support the application of decision making.

Reflection and
Assessment
(10 mins)

Modifications

Transition into having the students complete a quick reflection on the investigation.
Give them roughly ten minutes to answer these questions on their Custom Backpack
Design Challenge Part 2 reflection assignment.
What are the 5 steps in the design thinking process? Empathize, Interpret,
Ideate, MVP Prototype, Test and Evolve
➢ What are some frustrations that may arise while working with the humancentered design thinking process? Answers will vary.
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about the
design thinking process? Answers will vary.
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of critical thinking and
problem solving in this investigation? Answers will vary. Be sure that
student responses demonstrate an understanding of how to use the
mindset.
➢

Differentiated Instruction: See Day 1 for differentiations.
Alternate Investigation: See Day 1 for alternates.
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Developing an
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1
Student Handout
Overview
Student Name

Objective

Describe the purpose of the design thinking process.
Today, you will perform the first 3 steps of a 5-step investigation to introduce
yourselves to design thinking.
The Custom Backpack Design Challenge Part 1 is an investigation in which you
must build a custom backpack taking into account the specific needs of your
user.
Be prepared to share your thoughts and experiences with your teacher and
class.

Instructions
In groups of four:
➢ Your group will be assigned one user story. As you read the story of your user, think about
the specific needs that your user has.
➢ Use your student handouts to complete steps 1 through 3 of the design thinking process.
Follow all instructions on the handout.
➢ Design your user’s backpack using only paper and colored writing utensils.
➢ Be prepared to share in 15 minutes.
Ask yourself these questions before beginning:
➢ Do I understand the goal of the investigation?
➢ Do I understand all the instructions?
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Worksheet
Step 1–Empathize: Read your assigned user story. Isolate the needs that your user has.
User’s Name from Assigned Story:
Description of user in your own words

Step 2–Interpret: What needs does your user have?
Describe at least two needs that your user has after interpreting his or her story.

Step 3–Ideate: Use the space below or a separate sheet of paper to draw a backpack that meets
the needs that you identified in Step 2.
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User Story–Roscoe, 17-year-old male
Roscoe is a young, adventurous, high-spirited and very independent teenager. When he is not
outside playing a game with his friends, he is wandering the woods near his house. While wandering
the forest, he loves doing outdoor physical activities like hiking and rock climbing. Roscoe has made
many visits to the emergency room because of his adventurous spirit; he often takes on tasks that
are too dangerous and forgets any safety equipment at home. He also often misses curfew because
he is so far away having fun–this makes his father very angry. Roscoe recently lost his backpack
that he always takes with him into the woods and his father wants to buy him a new one.
Create a backpack for Roscoe that will meet the needs illustrated in this story.

User Story–Penny, 13-year-old female
Penny has spent the last 12 summers at her uncle’s farm in Mexico and is the oldest of 5 siblings
and 18 cousins! Very often she finds herself in charge of her 4 cousins that are under the age of 5
years old. She really loves taking them to the edge of the farm where a creek has turned into a
favorite play spot. They spend all day there and end up eating warm sandwiches by the creek. They
always have a great time, but she gets frustrated because she has to carry all of her cousin’s stuff to
and from the creek. She loves to see her cousins so happy, but it makes her want to visit the creek
less because she knows she’ll have to carry everything. She’s thinking of buying a backpack to help
with carrying all of her and her cousin’s stuff.
Create a backpack for Penny that will meet the needs illustrated in this story.

User Story–King, 53-year-old male
King has a very dangerous disease called gigantism. King is over 8 feet tall and his torso is over half
of his body. His legs are very short and are often weakened by his enormous size. King teaches at
the local high school where he uses a backpack to carry his supplies between classrooms every
class period. However, his current backpack is poorly designed and causing his back to hurt a great
deal. He has called your company hoping for a solution.
Create a backpack for King that will meet the needs illustrated in this story.
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User Story–Linus, 37-year-old male
Linus is one of the happiest people in his city. He recently quit his job so that he could wander
around his city meeting as many people as he could and spreading his cheer. He stops at coffee
shops to talk to people drinking coffee and watches kids play baseball and soccer at the park.
Everyone in the city knows Linus! He isn’t terribly good with directions however. In his backpack he
carries with him, he tries to keep a map so that he cannot get lost. However, he forgets his map
often. He is never annoyed about when he gets lost but he doesn’t have the heart to ask people to
take time out of their day to help.
Create a backpack for Linus that will meet the needs illustrated in this story.

User Story–Kiara, 37-year-old female
Kiara recently started a recycling business. She takes used cans and creates jewelry from the metal
that she is able to salvage. She recently lost her car as it became too expensive to fix. She is upset.
She had a large car that was able to carry an entire backseat’s worth of cans. She isn’t sure how
she’ll manage getting to each customer and taking their cans on the bus. She is looking for a
backpack that could at least make transporting cans on the bus easier.
Create a backpack for Kiara that will meet the needs illustrated in this story.
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Developing an Entrepreneurial
Mindset
Custom Backpack Design
Challenge Part 1 Student Reflection

Reflection
Student Name
Use this space to reflect on your experience in today’s investigation.

What is the purpose of design thinking?

Why is it important to empathize with your user?
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Explain how your group interpreted your user’s story and identified a problem / unmet need.

Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about the design thinking
process?

How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of critical thinking and problem solving in this
investigation?
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Developing an Entrepreneurial
Mindset
Custom Backpack Design
Challenge Part 2 Student Reflection

Reflection
Student Name
Use this space to reflect on your experience in today’s investigation.

What are the 5 steps in the design thinking process?

What are some frustrations that may arise while working with the human-centered design thinking
process?
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Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about the design thinking
process?

How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of critical thinking and problem solving in this
investigation?
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Testing an Opportunity
Ideation & Sources of Opportunity
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NFTE Entrepreneurial Mindset
Students who are creative and innovative
➢ Identify problems and needs and come up with
inventive solutions
➢ Question conventional wisdom
➢ Take risks
➢ Acquire and make effective use of resources
➢ Test out their ideas
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Entrepreneurial
Investigation

Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up
Think and respond to this question
Have an imaginary conversation with your best
friend. Write four lines of dialogue about where you
are going to go eat next weekend. Here’s the catch…
you may not use the letter ‘E’ in ANY word in any
line of dialogue!
Be prepared to share your thoughts with the class.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Goal and Guiding Question
Goal

Guiding Question

Use ideation exercises to brainstorm business ideas from sources
of opportunity.

What are ways to brainstorm potential business ideas?
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Ideation and Sources of Opportunity Essential Vocabulary
➢ Customer Segment: A limited number of customers within a
target market grouped by shared common characteristics. Many
entrepreneurs will do this for specific marketing purposes.
➢ Value Proposition: Short statement that summarizes all the
benefits a company gives to its customers.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation
Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
➢ Today, you will perform an investigation to identify
and draw categorized business ideas. It is important
to know that QUANTITY is more important than
quality for this exercise. Draw only enough to get
your point across.
➢ The Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge is
an investigation in which you must you will draw
business ideas in each of the 30 circles provided.
You will only have 3 minutes, and you and your
partner can decide how to complete this task.
➢ Be prepared to share your thoughts and
experiences with your teacher and class.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge Instructions
In pairs:
➢ Begin your exercise by reading the first source of opportunity. You will have 30 seconds.
➢ You will then be given 3 minutes to draw as many ideas as possible in the given circles.
The goal is QUANTITY of ideas and not quality of drawing.
➢ At the end of the 3 minutes your teacher will prompt you to turn to the second source of
opportunity. You will have 30 seconds to read its definition and then another 3 minutes
to draw as many ideas as possible with the focus again being on quantity.
➢ You will do this for all six sources of opportunity. By the end of the investigation you and
your partner will present your business ideas to the class.

Any Questions?
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge Key Takeaways
➢ In just 20 minutes, a room of entrepreneurs can creatively come
up with hundreds of business ideas that can be tested.
➢ Sometimes a good idea can emerge from a brief thought session.
➢ You should begin to see the subtle differences in the sources of
opportunity–these will be more clearly defined during tomorrow’s
foundational lesson.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge Reflection
➢ Which of the sources of opportunity was the most confusing?
➢ Which of the sources of opportunity made the most sense to you?
➢ What is the effect of brainstorming ideas in such a rapid manner?
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions
about sources of opportunity or brainstorming?
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of creativity
and innovation in this investigation?
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Testing an Opportunity
Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge

Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Learning
Focus

Goal: Students will be able to use ideation exercises to brainstorm business ideas from
sources of opportunity.
Guiding Question: What are ways to brainstorm potential business ideas?
Students will utilize the following career readiness skills during this lesson:
➢
➢
➢

Career
Readiness
Skills

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Overview

Entrepreneurial Mindset: Creativity and Innovation
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, recognize a business opportunity.
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, analyze the demand for the good or service
and opportunities in an environment.
CCTC: BM.3 Explore, develop, and apply strategies for ensuring a successful
business career.
CCTC: CRP.6 Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CCTC: CRP.11 Use technology to enhance productivity.
NCSEE: A.08 Determine feasibility of ideas
NCSEE: F.04 Explain the concept of opportunity costs
NCSEE: F.24 Determine factors affecting business risk

Students will perform an investigation in which they must utilize creativity and innovation
skills to create 30 circles that each contain a potential business idea from six separate
sources of opportunity: Internal Sources of Opportunity, Problems, Changes, New
Discoveries, Existing Products /Services, and Unique Knowledge.
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Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Teacher
Prep

Materials Needed
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lesson plan
Student handouts
Activity Slides
Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge reflection assignment
Projector
Computer (audio/video optional)
Timer/Clock
Markers/Chart paper
For each student:
▪ Handout for investigation activity
▪ Computer with internet access

To Do
If needed, print enough student handouts and reflection assignments to
give to the class.
➢ Set up the classroom so that it is conducive to performing the
investigation. Students will need to be drawing so set up stations where
they can spread paper out and draw comfortably in groups.
➢ Your students will work in pairs. Each student needs their own student
handout but each pair will share one set of ‘Opportunity Recognition
Circles Challenge’ templates.
➢

Important Vocabulary
Customer Segment: A limited number of customers within a target
market grouped by shared common characteristics. Many entrepreneurs
will do this for specific marketing purposes.
➢ Value Proposition: Short statement that summarizes all the benefits a
company gives to its customers.
➢
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Testing an Opportunity
Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge

Lesson
Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up (5–10 minutes)
➢

Have students do the entrepreneurial mindset warm-up question of the day. Ask
them to take a few minutes to independently respond to the following:
●

Have an imaginary conversation with your best friend. Write four lines of
dialogue about where you are going to go eat next weekend. Here’s the catch…
you may not use the letter ‘E’ in ANY word in any line of dialogue!

➢

Spend a few minutes asking for a few students to share out their responses and
facilitate a brief conversation. Then, tell students that the NFTE entrepreneurial
mindset focus domain for today’s investigation is Creativity and Innovation: The
ability to think of ideas and create solutions to problems without clearly defined
structures. Relate responses to the entrepreneurial mindset focus.

➢

Students should recognize that entrepreneurs need to be creative to attract their
users to their innovative solutions. Just doing the same thing will not bring the
entrepreneur success.

Entrepreneurial Investigation: Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Facilitation Notes
Briefly define a customer segment as the limited number of customers
who are most likely to buy a specific product or service; and value
proposition as a short statement that summarizes all the benefits a
company gives to its customers.

Challenge
Setup
(5 mins)

State
Goals

Introduce this lesson’s focus: ideation and sources of opportunity.
Use this opportunity to informally define the words ‘ideation’ and
‘opportunity’ should your students need this prior knowledge.
In this investigation, students take the Opportunity Recognition Circles
Challenge to identify opportunities that could be categorized as either an
internal source of opportunity (hobbies, skills, etc.), or an external
source of opportunity that arises out of a known problem, change, new
discovery, existing product/service, or unique knowledge.
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Make
Groups

Note: The following is a recommendation for how to create groups. Feel
free to modify this if the investigation goal can still be achieved.
Split the class into pairs.
Note: The following is based on NFTE’s recommendation on how to
structure the investigation. Be sure to update instructions for the
investigation if you use other materials or change other details.
Tell students:
➢

Today, you will perform an investigation to identify and draw
categorized business ideas. It is important to know that
QUANTITY is more important than quality for this exercise.
Draw only enough to get your point across.

➢

The Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge is an
investigation in which you will draw business ideas in each of
the 30 circles provided. You will only have 3 minutes, and you
and your partner can decide how to complete this task.
TEACHER NOTE: It may help to do an example on the board.
Complete this exercise yourself using your internal sources of
opportunity (your skills, hobbies and talents).

Show the Investigation slide that contains the following instructions and
read them to the class:
In pairs:
Establish
Rules

➢

Begin your exercise by reading the first source of opportunity.
You will have 30 seconds.

➢

You will then be given 3 minutes to draw as many ideas as
possible in the given circles. The goal is QUANTITY of ideas
and not quality of drawing.

➢

At the end of the 3 minutes, I will prompt you to turn to the
second source of opportunity. You will have 30 seconds to read
its definition and then another 3 minutes to draw as many ideas
as possible with the focus again being on quantity.

➢

You will do this for all six sources of opportunity. By the end of
the investigation you and your partner will present your business
ideas to the class.

Ask the students if they have any questions. Confirm that they have a
clear understanding of their assignment by asking questions:
➢

Do you understand the goal of the investigation?

➢

Do you understand all the instructions?

Repeat the instructions until the students are clear on how to proceed
with the investigation.
Tell students:
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➢

Let’s begin the investigation. At the end, your partnership will
present the results of your opportunities. Be prepared to share
your thoughts and experiences with the class.

Note: This investigation can be modified for a number of student
populations. See the suggested Modifications/Extensions for more info.

1. Tell students to begin their investigation and keep an eye on the time. After 30
seconds tell students to begin drawing business ideas in their first set of circles.
2. Walk around the room and make sure that students are on task and focused on
quantity not quality.

Perform
Challenge
(25 mins)

3. Be available to facilitate any discussion with students. You can also clarify any
questions about the investigation, but try not to intervene by providing specific
examples of business ideas that match the opportunities.
4. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 1 minute and 30
seconds.
5. STOP students and have them read the second source of opportunity and
continue until all six sources of opportunity have been completed.
6. Tell students to stop and come together as a whole class to briefly present their
opportunities that arose out of each source.

Have each pair present a few of their business ideas for each source. Students should
explain only what the idea is.
Spend time asking students to reflect on their experience. Some key takeaways should
include:

Student
Presentation
(5 mins)

In just 20 minutes, a room of entrepreneurs can creatively come up with
hundreds of business ideas that can be tested.
➢ Sometimes a good idea can emerge from a brief thought session.
➢ Students should begin to see the subtle differences in the sources of
opportunity–these will be more clearly defined during tomorrow’s
foundational lesson.
➢

Wrap up the discussion by circling back to the topic for the week. Students should be
able to explain that brainstorming is a key entrepreneurial activity.
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Focus on Entrepreneurial Mindset
Creativity and Innovation
Be sure that students recognized that creativity and innovation led to a stronger
brainstorm.

Reflection and
Assessment
(5 mins)

Transition into having the students complete a quick reflection on the investigation as
their daily assessment. Give them roughly five minutes to answer these questions on
their Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge reflection assignment.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Which of the sources of opportunity was the most confusing? Answers will
vary.
Which of the sources of opportunity made the most sense to you? Answers
will vary.
What is the effect of brainstorming opportunities in such a rapid manner?
Answers will vary.
Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about
sources of opportunity or brainstorming? Answers will vary.
How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of creativity and
innovation in this investigation? Answers will vary. Be sure that student
responses demonstrate an understanding of how to use the mindset.

Differentiated Instruction: If you feel that students would struggle with completing so
many circles in the investigation, you could consider having students split up the circles
amongst their group. You could also reduce the number of circles for each source
(down to 5 for 30 total). If your students struggle with drawing, you could also allow
students to write words in bubbles as well.

Modifications

Alternate Investigation: An alternate way to do the same investigation is to post six
large chart paper sized Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge template. You can
give each student/pair a pad of sticky notes, and have them fill them out and stick them
on the appropriate chart papers and have students silently walk around the room filling
in all of the circles as a class.
Tech Differentiation: Instead of having pairs complete the circles consider using an
overhead drawing program to draw business ideas as your students ‘shout out’ ideas
for each of the different sources of opportunity. You could also use a Socrative or
Kahoot-type resource for students to submit individual responses (via personal devices
or computers). Some of these can create a word cloud of responses.
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Testing an Opportunity
Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Student Handout

Overview
Student Name
Objective

Use ideation exercises to brainstorm business ideas from six different sources
of opportunity.

Today, you will perform an investigation to you will perform an investigation to
identify and draw categorized business ideas. It is important to know that
QUANTITY is more important than quality for this exercise. Draw only enough
to get your point across.
The Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge is an investigation in which you
will draw business ideas in each of the 30 circles provided. You will only have 3
minutes, and you and your partner can decide how to complete this task.
Be prepared to share your thoughts and experiences with your teacher and
class.
Instructions
In pairs:
➢ Begin your exercise by reading the first source of opportunity. You will have 30 seconds.
➢ You will then be given 3 minutes to draw as many ideas as possible in the given circles.
The goal is QUANTITY of ideas and not quality of drawing.
➢ At the end of the 3 minutes your teacher will prompt you to turn to the second source of
opportunity. You will have 30 seconds to read its definition and then another 3 minutes
to draw as many ideas as possible with the focus again being on quantity.
➢ You will do this for all six sources of opportunity. By the end of the investigation you and
your partner will present your business ideas to the class.
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Ask yourself these questions before beginning:
➢ Do I understand the goal of the investigation?
➢ Do I understand all the instructions?
➢ Do I understand my role within my partnership?
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity One: Internal Sources of Opportunity are business ideas that arise from
your own personal hobbies, interests, talents and skills. (Example: Piano Lessons)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity Two: Problems exist in your personal life, in your professional life, in
society, and everywhere else! What product or service would improve your life or the lives of others?
(Example: Something that eases traffic)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity Three: Changes are occurring in our world continuously! Changes happen
every day in laws and regulations, social norms, local and national trends, and even because of the
weather. Change in our world often produces needs or wants that no one is currently meeting.
(Example: New product that is more eco-friendly than an existing product)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity Four: New Discoveries may not happen as often as changes but totally
new products or services are an important source of opportunity. What could you invent or what
technology would you want to see in order to provide a product or service? (Example: Products that
take advantage of free Wi-Fi across cities)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity Five: Existing Products and Services aren’t meant to be copied but
instead can be improved in function, quality, how they are used, and how they are delivered. How
would you adapt an existing product or service to provide a new opportunity? (Example: iPod
improved on existing MP3 players)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Opportunity Recognition Circles Challenge
Source of Opportunity Six: Unique Knowledge exists because it is one of a kind! What one of a
kind knowledge or experience do you have that could be turned into a product or service that others
would benefit from? (Example: Facebook only let in college students at first to stay young and
exclusive)
Draw your business ideas in the circles below. Remember, QUANTITY of business ideas is
more important than the quality of drawing.
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Testing an Opportunity
Opportunity Recognition Circles
Challenge Student Reflection

Reflection
Student Name
Use this space to reflect on your experience in today’s investigation.

Which of the sources of opportunity was the most confusing?

Which of the sources of opportunity made the most sense to you?
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What is the effect of brainstorming ideas in such a rapid manner?

Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about sources of opportunity or
brainstorming?

How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of creativity and innovation in this
investigation?
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Creating Your Biggest Fans
Promotional Channels
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NFTE Entrepreneurial Mindset
Students who are creative and innovative
➢ Identify problems and needs and come up with
inventive solutions
➢ Question conventional wisdom
➢ Take risks
➢ Acquire and make effective use of resources
➢ Test out their ideas
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Entrepreneurial
Investigation

Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up
Think and respond to this question
What types of promotions capture your attention?

Be prepared to share your thoughts with the class.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Goal and Guiding Question
Goal

Guiding Question

Investigate real-life strategies and tools businesses use to promote
awareness for their product or service.

How do I get the attention of a customer?
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Promotional Channels Essential Vocabulary
➢ Customer Segment: A limited number of customers within a
target market grouped by shared common characteristics. Many
entrepreneurs will do this for specific marketing purposes.
➢ Promotional Campaign: Group of specific promotional activities
built around a particular theme or goal.
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Entrepreneurial Investigation Promotional Mix Improv
➢ Today, you will perform an investigation
to create a promotional campaign for an
assigned business.
➢ Promotional Mix Improv is an
investigation in which you must combine
three elements to create and present a
promotional campaign.
➢ Be prepared to share your thoughts and
experiences with your teacher and class.
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Promotional Mix Improv Instructions
In groups:
➢ Send one member of your group to draw one card each from the Business category, the
Customer Segment category, and the Promotional Type category.
➢ Your group will then create a promotional campaign using any available resources to target
your assigned customer segment.
➢ At the end of the investigation, your group will present your campaign to the class and be
evaluated on how effective your campaign reached your customer segment.
➢ Please note that you should design these ad campaigns based on what you know from the
card. For example, if you get ‘busy parents’ as your target market, you could design an ad that
shows a family getting help at home. Ad campaigns built around false assumptions or negative
stereotypes will be disqualified.

Any Questions?
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Promotional Mix Improv Key Takeaways
➢ It is important to match promotional
campaigns to customer segments.
➢ It is easy to create promotional
campaigns that are exciting but
don’t reach the appropriate
customer segment.
➢ Using the mindset of creativity and
innovation allows for the creation of
engaging promotional campaigns.
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Promotional Mix Improv Reflection
➢ Explain the process your group used in order to tie all three
categories together.
➢ What challenges did your group have while creating your
promotional campaign?
➢ What is the relationship between a business’ promotional type
and its customer segment?
➢ Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered
questions about promotional campaigns?
➢ How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of
creativity and innovation in this investigation?
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Creating Your Biggest Fans
Promotional Mix Improv
Lesson Plan

Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Learning
Focus

Goal: Students will be able to investigate real-life strategies and tools businesses use to
promote awareness for their product or service.
Guiding Question: How do I get the attention of a customer?
Students will utilize the following career readiness skills during this lesson:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Career
Readiness
Skills

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Overview

Entrepreneurial Mindset: Creativity and Innovation
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, determine value and methods of
communication including: Web sites, brochures, social media, and advertising.
Certiport ESB Exam: Given a scenario, identify and analyze the cost/benefits of
finding customers.
CCTC: BM-OP.2 Develop and maintain positive customer relationships.
CCTC: CRP.4 Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.
CCTC: MK.9 Communicate information about products, services, images and/or
ideas to achieve a desired outcome.
CCTC: MK.7 Determine and adjust prices to maximize return while maintaining
customer perception of value.
NCSEE: L.17 Explain the concept of marketing strategies
NCSEE: L.18 Describe the nature of marketing planning
NCSEE: L.22 Describe the elements of the promotional mix
NCSEE: L.23 Calculate advertising media costs
NCSEE: L.25 Prepare a promotional budget
NCSEE: L.26 Develop promotional plan for a business

Students will perform an investigation in which they must utilize creativity and innovation
skills to create an improvised promotional mix.
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Lesson One: Getting Started—Summary/Prep
Teacher
Prep

Materials Needed
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lesson plan
Student handouts
Activity Slides
Promotional Mix Improv reflection assignment
Projector
Computer (audio/video optional)
Timer/Clock
Markers/Chart paper
Recording equipment
For each student:
▪ Handout for investigation activity
▪ Computer with internet access
▪ A way to record visual promotions
▪ Access to social media. Note: Students can also wireframe any social
media promotions they choose to do.

To Do
If needed, print enough student handouts and reflection assignments to
give to the class.
➢ Set up the classroom so that it is conducive to performing the
investigation.
➢ Print, cut, and sort categorized Improv Cards and place in a hat, envelope
or other container that students can draw from blind. Students should be
able to quickly draw a card for each of the three categories.
➢

Important Vocabulary
Customer Segments: A limited number of customers within a target
market grouped by shared common characteristics. Many entrepreneurs
will do this for specific marketing purposes.

➢

➢

Promotional Campaign: Group of specific promotional activities built
around a particular theme or goal.
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Creating Your Biggest Fans
Promotional Mix Improv
Lesson Plan

Lesson
Entrepreneurial Mindset Warm-Up (5–10 minutes)
➢

Have students do the entrepreneurial mindset warm-up question of the day. Ask
them to take a few minutes to independently respond to the following:
●

What types of promotions capture your attention?

➢

Spend a few minutes asking for a few students to share out their responses and
facilitate a brief conversation. Then, tell students that the NFTE entrepreneurial
mindset focus domain for today’s investigation is Creativity and Innovation: The
ability to think of ideas and create solutions to problems without clearly defined
structures. Relate responses to the entrepreneurial mindset focus.

➢

Students should recognize that creativity and innovation allows businesses to
create materials without boundaries while doing promotions.

Entrepreneurial Investigation: Promotional Mix Improv
Facilitation Notes

State
Goals

Challenge Setup
(10 mins)

Introduce this lesson’s focus: promotional channels. Use this
opportunity to formally define promotional campaign: Group of
specific promotional activities built around a particular theme or goal.
You can also remind students of customer segments: A limited
number of customers within a target market grouped by shared
common characteristics. Many entrepreneurs will do this for specific
marketing purposes.
In this investigation, students will draw one card from each of the three
categories (‘Business,’ ‘Customer Segment,’ Promotional Type’) and
create a promotional campaign that combines all three.

Make
Groups

Note: The following is a recommendation for how to create groups. Feel
free to modify this if the investigation goal can still be achieved.
Split the class into small groups of three to four.
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Note: The following is based on NFTE’s recommendation on how to
structure the investigation. Be sure to update instructions for the
investigation if you use other materials or change other details.
Tell students:
➢

Today, you will perform an investigation to create a promotional
campaign for an assigned business.

➢

Promotional Mix Improv is an investigation in which you must
combine three elements to create and present a promotional
campaign.

Show the Investigation slide that contains the following instructions and
read them to the class:
In groups:

Establish
Rules

➢

Send one member of your group to draw one card each from
the Business category, the Customer Segment category, and
the Promotional Type category.

➢

Your group will then create a promotional campaign using any
available resources to target your assigned customer segment.

➢

At the end of the investigation, your group will present your
campaign to the class and be evaluated on how effective your
campaign reached your customer segment.

➢

Please note that you should design these ad campaigns based
on what you know from the card. For example, if you get ‘busy
parents’ as your target market, you could design an ad that
shows a family getting help at home. Ad campaigns built
around false assumptions or negative stereotypes will be
disqualified.

Ask the students if they have any questions. Confirm that they have a
clear understanding of their assignment by asking questions:
➢

Do you understand the goal of the investigation?

➢

Do you understand all the instructions?

➢

Do you understand your role within your group?

Repeat the instructions until the students are clear on how to proceed
with the investigation.
Tell students:
➢

Let’s begin the investigation. At the end, your group will present
your campaign to the class and be evaluated on how effective
your campaign reached that business’ customer segment.

➢

Be prepared to share your thoughts and experiences with the
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class.
1. Tell students to begin their investigation and keep an eye on the time.
2. Walk around the room and make sure that students are actively creating
promotions.

Perform
Challenge
(15 mins)

3. Be available to facilitate any discussion with students. You can also clarify any
questions about the investigation, but try not to intervene by providing specific
direction on how to reach a specific customer segment. Allow students to create
disjointed promotions (Web/Social Media promotion for a customer segment that
doesn’t use technology) as this will be important during the reflection.
4. As students are working, you may want to spot check with groups to make sure
that no students created an offensive ad based on stereotyping so that you can
avoid students presenting this to the group. If students have created a campaign
based on stereotyping by accident, try to get them to focus on the data they know
on the card to inform their campaigns.
5. Call out the time as you go along. As a suggestion, call out at 10, 3 and 1
minute(s).
6. Tell students to stop and come together as a whole class to briefly present their
campaigns to the class and be evaluated on how effective their campaigns
reached their business’ customer segment.
Have each group present their promotional campaigns. Students should explain how
they tied each of the categories together to create a promotional campaign.
Spend time asking students to reflect on their experience. Some key takeaways
should include:
It is important to match promotional campaigns to customer segments.
It is easy to create promotional campaigns that are exciting but don’t reach
the appropriate customer segment.
➢ Using the mindset of creativity and innovation allows for the creation of
engaging promotional campaigns.
➢

Student
Presentation (10
mins)

➢

Wrap up the discussion by circling back to the topic for the lesson. Students should be
able to explain what they’ve learned about gaining their customer segment’s attention.
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Focus on Entrepreneurial Mindset
Creativity and Innovation
Be sure that students recognized that creativity and innovation allows businesses to
create materials without boundaries while doing promotions.
Transition into having the students complete a quick reflection on the investigation.
Give them roughly ten minutes to answer these questions on their Promotional Mix
Improv reflection assignment.

Reflection and
Assessment
(10 mins)

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Modifications

Explain the process your group used in order to tie all three categories
together. Answers will vary.
What challenges did your group have while creating your promotional
campaign? Answers will vary.
What is the relationship between a business’ promotional type and its
customer segment? Answers will vary.
Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about
promotional campaigns? Answers will vary.
How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of creativity and
innovation in this investigation? Answers will vary. Be sure that student
responses demonstrate an understanding of how to use the mindset.

Differentiated Instruction: Instead of allowing students to blindly draw their categories,
you could pre-select them, hold an auction-style selection process, or have students
match the ones they think go together best.
Alternate Investigation: An alternate way to do the same investigation is to show
students different types of promotional campaigns and have students identify the
business type and the customer segment being targeted.
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Cut and sort categorized improv cards and place in a hat, envelope or other container that
students can draw from blind.

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Custom Flag Sewing

18-Year-Old Female
Hates Technology; Skater

Online Advertising

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Cat Grooming Service

38-Year-Old Female
Dual Income; No Kids

Print Advertisement

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Children’s Fitness Class

78-Year-Old Female
Well-Off; High School Only

Infomercial

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Closet Organizing Service

18-Year-Old Male
Career-Minded; In College

Artistic Store Display

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Valet Parking Service

38-Year-Old Male
Divorced; Stylish

Community Event
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Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Refrigerator Repair
Company

78-Year-Old Male
Low-Income; Military
Veteran

Contest

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Self Defense Classes

38-Year-Old Teacher
Energetic; Engaged to be
married

Telemarketing Call

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Video Games for Adults
Service

48-Year-Old Tech Whiz;
Loves exercise and groups

Social Media

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

Graffiti Removal Service

58-Year-Old Firefighter;
Loves Animals and loves
to read

Give Away / Freebie

Promotional Mix Improv
Business

Promotional Mix Improv
Customer Segment

Promotional Mix Improv
Promotional Type

“Do you like my hat?”
social media app

28-Year-Old Male;
Has no job and lives at
home

Press Release
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Creating Your Biggest Fans
Promotional Mix Improv
Student Handout
Overview
Student Name

Objective

Investigate real-life strategies and tools businesses use to promote awareness
for their product or service.
Today, you will perform an investigation to create a promotional campaign for
an assigned business.
Promotional Mix Improv is an investigation in which you must combine three
elements to create and present a promotional campaign.
Be prepared to share your thoughts and experiences with your teacher and
class.

Instructions
In groups:
➢ Send one member of your group to draw one card each from the Business category, the
Customer Segment category, and the Promotional Type category.
➢ Your group will then create a promotional campaign using any available resources to target
your assigned customer segment.
➢ At the end of the investigation, your group will present your campaign to the class and be
evaluated on how effective your campaign reached your customer segment.
➢ Please note that you should design these ad campaigns based on what you know from the
card. For example, if you get ‘busy parents’ as your target market, you could design an ad
that shows a family getting help at home. Ad campaigns built around false assumptions or
negative stereotypes will be disqualified.
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Ask yourself these questions before beginning:
➢ Do I understand the goal of the investigation?
➢ Do I understand all the instructions?
➢ Do I understand my role within my group?
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Worksheet
Use this table to brainstorm your promotional campaign. Create your campaign using only available
resources.

PROMOTIONAL MIX IMPROV
Assigned Business

Assigned Customer
Segment

Assigned Promotion

Brainstorm your promotional campaign below.
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Creating Your Biggest Fans
Promotional Mix Improv
Student Reflection

Reflection
Student Name
Use this space to reflect on your experience in today’s investigation.

Explain the process your group used in order to tie all three categories together.

What challenges did your group have while creating your promotional campaign?
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What is the relationship between a business’ promotional type and its customer segment?

Did today’s experience leave you with any unanswered questions about promotional campaigns?

How did you use the entrepreneurial mindset domain of creativity and innovation in this
investigation?
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